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Abstract
Hierarchical architectures are critical to the scalability of reinforcement learning
methods. Current hierarchical frameworks execute actions serially, with macro-
actions comprising sequences of primitive actions. We propose a novel alternative
to these control hierarchies based on concurrent execution of many actions in
parallel. Our scheme uses the concurrent compositionality provided by the linearly
solvable Markov decision process (LMDP) framework, which naturally enables a
learning agent to draw on several macro-actions simultaneously to solve new tasks.
We introduce the Multitask LMDP module, which maintains a parallel distributed
representation of tasks and may be stacked to form deep hierarchies abstracted in
space and time.
1 Introduction
Real world tasks unfold at a range of spatial and temporal scales, such that learning solely at the
finest scale is likely to be slow. Hierarchical reinforcement learning (HRL) [1, 2, 3] attempts to
remedy this by learning a nested sequence of ever more detailed plans. Hierarchical schemes have a
number of desirable properties. Firstly, they are intuitive, as humans seldom plan at the level of raw
actions, typically preferring to reason at a higher level of abstraction [4, 5, 6]. Secondly, they provide
computational benefits in the form of knowledge that can be reused across tasks, domains, or even
between different agents, resulting in a powerful tool for multitask learning.
Most HRL schemes rely on a serial call/return procedure, in which temporally extended macro-actions
or ‘options’ can call other (macro-)actions. In this sense, these schemes draw on a computer metaphor,
in which a serial processor chooses sequential primitive actions, occasionally pushing or popping
new macro-actions onto a stack. The influential options framework [7], MAXQ method [3, 8] and
the hierarchy of abstract machines [2, 9] all share this sequential-execution structure.
In this paper, we develop a novel hierarchical scheme with a fundamentally parallel and distributed
execution structure by exploiting the compositionality afforded by the linearly solvable Markov
decision process (LMDP) framework [10, 11]. A higher-level action in our scheme is a weighted
blend of all lower level tasks, all of which operate concurrently.
We present a Multitask LMDP module that leverages this concurrent blending of behaviors for
powerful multitask learning. In standard schemes, if a robot arm has acquired policies to individually
reach two points in some space, this knowledge typically does not aid it in optimally reaching to
either point. However in our scheme, such behaviours can be expressed as different concurrent task
blends, such that an agent can simultaneously draw on several sub-policies to optimally achieve goals
not explicitly represented by any of the individual behaviours, including tasks the agent has never
performed before.
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Next we show how this Multitask LMDP module can be stacked, resulting in a hierarchy of more
abstract modules that communicate distributed representations of tasks between layers. We give a
simple theoretical analysis showing that hierarchy can yield qualitative efficiency improvements, and
demonstrate the operation of the method on a navigation domain.
Our scheme builds on a variety of prior work. Like the options framework [7], we build a hierarchy
in time. Similar to MAXQ Value Decomposition [3], we decompose a target MDP into a hierarchy of
smaller SMDPs which progressively abstract over states. From Feudal RL, we draw the idea of a
managerial hierarchy in which higher layers prescribe goals but not details for lower layers [12]. Most
closely related to our scheme, [8] develop a MAXQ decomposition within the LMDP formalism. Our
method differs from all of the above approaches in permitting a concurrent blend of tasks at each
level, and developing a uniform, stackable module capable of performing a variety of tasks.
2 The Multitask LMDP: A compositional action module
Our goal in this paper is to describe a flexible action-selection module which can be stacked to
form a hierarchy, such that the full action at any given point in time is composed of the concurrent
composition of sub-actions within sub-actions. By analogy to perceptual deep networks, restricted
Boltzmann machines (RBMs) form a component module from which a deep belief network can be
constructed by layerwise stacking [13, 14]. We seek a similar module in the context of action or
control. This section describes the module, the Multitask LMDP (MLMDP), before turning to how it
can be stacked. Our formulation relies on the linearly solvable Markov decision process (LMDP)
framework introduced by Todorov [10] (see also [11]). The LMDP differs from the standard MDP
formulation in fundamental ways, and enjoys a number of special properties. We first briefly describe
the canonical MDP formulation, in order to explain what the switch to the LMDP accomplishes and
why it is necessary.
2.1 Canonical MDPs
In its standard formulation, an MDP is a four-tuple M = 〈S,A, P,R〉, where S is a set of states, A is
a set of discrete actions, P is a transition probability distribution P : S×A×S → [0, 1], and R is an
expected instantaneous reward function R : S ×A→ R. The goal is to determine an optimal policy
pi : S → A specifying which action to take in each state. This optimal policy can be computed from
the optimal value function V : S → R, defined as the expected reward starting in a given state and
acting optimally thereafter. The value function obeys the well-known Bellman optimality condition
V (s) = max
a∈A
{
R(s, a) +
∑
s′
P (s′|s, a)V (s′)
}
. (1)
This formalism is the basis of most practical and theoretical studies of decision-making under
uncertainty and reinforcement learning [15]. See, for instance, [16, 17, 18] for recent successes in
challenging domains.
For the purposes of a compositional hierarchy of actions, this formulation presents two key difficulties.
1. Mutually exclusive sequential actions First, the agent’s actions are discrete and execute
serially. Exactly one (macro-)action operates at any given time point. Hence there is no way
to build up an action at a single time point out of several ‘subactions’ taken in parallel. For
example, a control signal for a robotic arm cannot be composed of a control decision for the
elbow joint, a control decision for the shoulder joint, and a control decision for the gripper,
each taken in parallel and combined into a complete action for a specific time point.
2. Non-composable optimal policies The maximization in Eqn. (1) over a discrete set of
actions is nonlinear. This means that optimal solutions, in general, do not compose in a
simple way. Consider two standard MDPs M1 = 〈S,A, P,R1〉 and M2 = 〈S,A, P,R2〉
which have identical state spaces, action sets, and transition dynamics but differ in their
instantaneous rewards R1 and R2. These may be solved independently to yield value
functions V1 and V2. Unfortunately, the value function of the MDP M1+2 = 〈S,A, P,R1 +
R2〉, whose instantaneous rewards are the sum of the first two, is not V1+2 = V1 + V2. In
general, there is no simple procedure for deriving V1+2 from V1 and V2; it may only be
found by solving Eqn. (1) again.
2
2.2 Linearly Solvable MDPs
By contrast, the LMDP [19, 20, 21, 22] is defined by a three-tuple L = 〈S, P,R〉, where S is a set
of states, P is a passive transition probability distribution P : S × S → [0, 1], and R is an expected
instantaneous reward function R : S → R. The LMDP framework replaces the traditional discrete
set of actions A with a continuous probability distribution over next states a : S×S → [0, 1]. That is,
the ‘control’ or ‘action’ chosen by the agent in state s is a transition probability distribution over next
states, a(·|s). The controlled transition distribution may be interpreted either as directly constituting
the agent’s dynamics, or as a stochastic policy over deterministic actions which effect state transitions
[10, 8]. Swapping a discrete action space for a continuous action space is a key change which will
allow for concurrently selected ‘subactions’ and distributed representations.
The LMDP framework additionally requires a specific form for the cost function to be optimized.
The instantaneous reward for taking action a(·|s) in state s is
R(s, a) = R(s)− λKL (a(·|s)||P (·|s)) , (2)
where the KL term is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the selected control transition
probability and the passive dynamics. This term implements a control cost, encouraging actions to
conform to the natural passive dynamics of a domain. In a cart-pole balancing task, for instance, the
passive dynamics might encode the transition structure arising from physics in the absence of control
input. Any deviation from these dynamics will require energy input. In more abstract settings, such
as navigation in a 2D grid world, the passive dynamics might encode a random walk, expressing the
fact that actions cannot transition directly to a far away goal but only move some limited distance in a
specific direction. The parameter λ in Eqn. (2) acts to trade-off the relative value between the reward
of being in a state and the control cost, and determines the stochasticity of the resulting policies.
We consider first-exit problems (see [20] for infinite horizon and other formulations), in which the
state space is divided into a set of absorbing boundary states B ⊂ S and non-absorbing interior states
I ⊂ S, with S = B ∪ I. In this formulation, an agent acts in a variable length episode that consists
of a series of transitions through interior states before a final transition to a boundary state which
terminates the episode. The goal is to find the policy a∗ which maximizes the total expected reward
across the episode,
a∗ = argmaxaE st+1∼a(·|st)
τ=min{t:st∈B}
{
τ−1∑
t=1
R(st, a) +R(sτ )
}
. (3)
Because of the carefully chosen structure of the rewardR(s, a) and the continuous action space, the
Bellman equation simplifies greatly. In particular define the desirability function z(s) = eV (s)/λ
as the exponentiated cost-to-go function, and define q(s) = eR(s)/λ to be the exponentiated instan-
taneous rewards. Let N be the number of states, and Ni and Nb be the number of internal and
boundary states respectively. Represent z(s) and q(s) with N -dimensional column vectors z and q,
and the transition dynamics P (s′|s) with the N -by-Ni matrix P , where column index corresponds to
s and row index corresponds to s′. Let zi and zb denote the partition of z into internal and boundary
states, respectively, and similarly for qi and qb. Finally, let Pi denote the Ni-by-Ni submatrix of P
containing transitions between internal states, and Pb denote the Nb-by-Ni submatrix of P containing
transitions from internal states to boundary states.
As shown in [21], the Bellman equation in this setting reduces to
(I −MiPTi )zi =MiPTb zb (4)
where Mi = diag(qi) and, because boundary states are absorbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated
Bellman equation is hence a linear system, the key advantage of the LMDP framework. A variety of
special properties flow from the linearity of the Bellman equation, which we exploit in the following.
Solving for zi may be done explicitly as zi = (I −MiPTi )−1MiPTb zb or via the z-iteration method
(akin to value iteration),
zi ←MiPTi zi +MiPTb zb. (5)
Finally, the optimal policy may be computed in closed form as
a∗(s′|s) = P (s
′|s)z(s′)
G[z](s) , (6)
3
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a⇤ = argmaxaE st+1⇠a(·|st)
⌧=min{t:st2B}
(
⌧ 1X
t=1
R(st, a) +R(s⌧ )
)
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where the normalizing constant G[Z](s) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z(s0). Detailed derivations of these results100
are given in [***]. Intuitively, the hard maximization of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft101
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), and the continuous action space enables closed form computation of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 Concurrent subactions and distributed representations of tasks104
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Our hierarchical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Continuous concurrent actions106
2. Compositional optimal policies107
The specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to limit the applicability of the LMDP framework. Yet as108
shown in a variety of recent work [***], and in the examples given later, most standard domains can109
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(I  QiPi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
wh re Qi = diag(qi) nd, becaus bound ry states are absorbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated94
Bellman equation is h nce a linear system, the key advantage of the LMDP framework. A variety of95
special roperties flow from the linearity of t e Bellman equation, which we exploit in the following.96
Solving for may be done explicitly as zi = (I   QiPi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration method7
(akin to value iteration),98
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
Finally, the optimal policy may be computed in closed form as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (s
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z](s) , (6)
where the normalizing constant G[Z](s) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z(s0). Detailed derivations of these results100
are given in [***]. Intuitively, the h rd maximization of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft101
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), and th ontinuous action space enables closed form computation of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 Concurrent subactions and distributed representations of tasks104
= w1⇥ (7)
Our hi rar hical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Continuous concurrent actions106
2. Compositional o timal policies07
The specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to limit the applicability of the LMDP framework. Yet as108
shown in variety of rec nt work [***], and in the examples given later, most standard domains can109
be translated to t e MDP fra ework; a d there exists a g neral procedure for embedding traditional110
MDPs in the LMDP framework ?.111
Mo g nerally, e suggest t at most domai s of inter st have some notion of ‘efficient’ ctions,2
making a co trol cost a r asonably natural and un v rsal phenomenon. Indeed, it is possible that3
the standard MDP formulation is overly general, discarding useful structure in most real world4
d ains–namely, a preference for efficie t actions. Standard MDP formulations comm nly place5
small negative rewards on each action to instantiate this efficiency goal, but they retain the flexibility116
to, for instance, prefer energetically inefficient trajectories by placing positive rewards on each117
action. The drawback of this flexibility is the unstructured maximization of Eqn. (1), which prevents118
compositionality.119
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a⇤ = argmaxaE st+1⇠a(·|st)
⌧=min{t:st2B}
(
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t=1
R(st, a) +R(s⌧ )
)
. (3)
Because of the ca efully chosen structure of the reward R(s, a) and the continuous action space, the83
Bell an equation simplifies greatly. I particul define the desirability function z(s) = eV (s)/  as84
the exponent ated c st-to-go fu ction, and define q(s) = R(s)/  to be the exponentiated instanta-85
neous ewards. Let n be th number of s ates, a d ni a d nb be the number f inte nal and boundary86
states respectively. Represent z(s) and q(s) with n-di ensional column vectors z and q, and the87
transition dynamics P (s0|s) with the -by-ni matrix P , where column index corresponds to s and88
row index corr sponds t s0. Let zi nd zb den te the partition of z into bou dary and internal states,89
respectively, and similarly for qi an qb. Finally, let Pi denote the ni-by- i submatrix of P containing90
transi io s between internal sta s, and Pb denote the nb-by-ni submatrix of P containing transitions91
from inter al states to boundary states.92
As s own in [***], the Bellman equation in this setting reduces to93
(I  Q Pi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
where Qi = di g(qi) and, becaus b undary states are absorbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated94
Bellman quati n i hence linear system, the key advantage of the LMDP f amew rk. A variety of95
pecial properties flow fr m the linearity of the Bellman equation, whic we exploit in the following.96
Solving for zi ma be done explicitly as zi = (I   QiPi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration method97
(ak n to value iteration),98
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
Finally, the optimal policy may be computed in closed form as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (s
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z](s) , (6)
where the normalizing constant G[Z]( ) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z(s0). D tailed erivations of these results100
are given n [***]. Intuitively, the hard maximization of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft101
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), and the continuous action space enables closed form computation of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 Concurre t subactio s nd di tribut d repre entatio s of tasks104
+w2⇥ (7)
Our hierarchical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Conti uous concurrent actions106
2. Compositional optimal policies107
The specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to lim the applicability of the LMDP framework. Yet as108
sh wn in a variety of rece t work [***], and in the example given later, most standard domains can109
b translated to the MDP framework; nd t ere exists a gene al procedure for embedding traditional110
MDPs n the LMDP framework ?.111
More generally, we uggest that most domains of interest have some no ion of ‘efficient’ actions,112
making a control cost a easonably natural and universal phenomenon. Indeed, i is possible that113
the s and r MDP formulati n is ov rly en ra , discardi g useful tructure in most real world114
domains–namely, a pref rence for effici nt acti ns. Standard MDP formu tions commonly place115
s all negative rewards on each ction to insta tiate this effici ncy goal, but they retain the flexibility116
to, for instance, prefer nergetically inefficie t tr jectorie by placing p sitive rewards on each117
action. T e draw ack of thi flexibility is the unstructured maximization of Eqn. (1), which prevents118
com ositio ality.119
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a⇤ = ar m xaE st+1⇠a(·|st)
⌧ min{t:st2B}
(
⌧ 1X
t=1
R(st, a) +R(s⌧ )
)
. (3)
Becaus of the ca efully chosen structure of the rewar R(s, a) nd the continu us action sp ce, t83
Bell an equat on simplifies gre tly. I particula defi e the desi ability function z( ) = eV (s)/  as4
the exp nent ated c st-to-go fu ctio , and define q(s) = R(s)/  to be the exponentiated instanta-85
neous ewards. Let be t number of s ates, and ni and nb be the number f inte al and boundary86
states respectively. Repres t z(s) and q(s) with n-di ensional column vect rs z a d q, and the87
transition dynamics P (s0|s) w th the n- y-ni matrix P , where column index corresponds to s and88
row index corr sp nds to s0. Let zi and zb den te the partition of z into boundary and internal states,89
respectively, and similarly for qi and qb. Finally, let Pi denote the ni-by-ni submatrix of P containing90
transi io s between internal sta s, and Pb denote the nb-by-ni submatrix of P containing transitions91
from i ter al states t boundary states.92
As s own in [***], the Bellman equation in this setting reduces to93
(I  QiPi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
where Qi = di g(qi) and, b caus boundary states are absorbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated94
Bellman quation i hence a linear system, the key advantage of the LMDP f amew rk. A variety of95
pecial properties flow fr m the linearity of the Bellman equation, whic we exploit in the following.96
So ving for zi may be done explicitly a zi = (I   QiPi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration method7
(ak n to value iteration),98
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
Finally, the optimal policy may be computed in closed form as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (s
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z](s) , (6)
where the normalizing constant G[Z]( ) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z(s0). D tailed erivations of these results100
are given [***]. Intuitively, the hard maximiz tion of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft101
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), and the continuous action space enables closed form computation of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 Concurre t subactions and di tributed repre entations of tasks104
+w2⇥ (7)
Our hierarchical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Conti uous concurrent actions106
2. Co positional optim l p licies107
The specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to lim the applicability of the LMDP framework. Yet as108
sh wn in a variety of rece t work [***], and in the example given later, most tandard domains can109
b translat to the MDP framework; nd there exists a gene al procedure for embedding traditional110
MDPs in the LM P framework ?.111
Mo e ge rally, e u ge t t at most omai of inte est ave so e no ion of ‘efficient’ actions,112
making a co trol cost a easo ably natu al and universal phenom non. Indeed, i is possible that113
the stand rd MDP formulati n is overly general, discardi g useful tructure in most real world114
d ains–namely, a pref rence for efficient actions. Standard MDP formu ations commonly place115
s all negative rewards on each ction to insta tiate this effici ncy goal, but they retain the flexibility116
to, for instance, prefer nergetically inefficient tr jectorie by placing p sitive rewards on each117
action. T e draw ack of this flexibility is the unstructured maximization of Eqn. (1), which prevents118
compositionality.119
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a⇤ = argmaxaE st+1⇠a(·|st)
⌧=min{t:st2B}
(
⌧ 1X
t=1
R(st, a) +R(s⌧ )
)
. (3)
Because of the carefully chosen structure of the reward R(s, a) and the continuous action space, the83
Bellman equation simplifies greatly. In particular define the desirability function z(s) = eV (s)/  as84
the expon ntiated cost-to-go functi n, and define q(s) = eR(s)/  to be the exponentiated instanta-85
neous rewards. Let n b the number of states, and ni and nb be the number of internal and boundary86
states respectively. Repres nt z(s) and q(s) with -dimen ional colum vectors z and q, and the87
tra sition dynamics P ( 0|s) with the n- y-ni matrix P , where column index corresponds to s and88
row index corresponds to 0. L t zi and zb de ote the partition f z into bou dary and internal states,89
respectively, and similarly for qi and qb. Finally, let Pi denote the ni-by-ni submatrix of P containing90
transition between inte nal states, and Pb denote the nb-by-ni submatrix of P containing transitions91
from internal sta s to boundary st tes.92
As shown in [***], the Bellman equation in this setting reduc s to93
(I  QiPi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
where Qi = diag(qi) and, ecause boundary states are absorbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated94
Bellman equation is hence a linear system, the key advantage of the LMDP framework. A variety of95
special properties flow from the linearity of the Bellman equation, which we exploit in the following.96
Solving for zi may be done explicitly as zi = (I   QiPi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration method97
(akin to value iteration),98
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
Finally, the optimal policy may be computed in closed form as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z]( ) , (6)
where the normalizing constant G[Z](s) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z(s0). Detailed derivations of these results100
are given in [***]. Intuitively, the hard maximization of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft101
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), and the continuous action space enables closed form computation of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 Concurrent subactions and distributed representations of tasks104
+ · · ·+ wn⇥ (7)
Our hierarchical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Continuous concurrent actions106
2. Compositional optimal policies107
The specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to limit the applicability of the LMDP framework. Yet as108
shown in a variety f recent work [***], and in the examples giv n later, most sta dard domains can109
be translated to the MDP fra w k; a there exists a gen ral procedure for embedding traditional110
MDPs i the LMDP framework ?.111
More generally, we suggest that most domains of interest have some notion of ‘efficient’ actions,112
making a control c st a reas nably nat ral a d universal phe omenon. Indeed, it is possible that113
he st rd MDP formulation is overly general, discar ing useful structure in most real world114
domai s–namely, a pr f rence f r efficient actions. Stand rd MDP formu ations commonly place115
small n gativ rewards on each actio to instantiate this efficie y goal, but they retain the flexibility116
to, for instance, prefer energetically inefficient trajectories by placing positive rewards on each117
action. The drawback of this flexibility is the unstructured maximization of Eqn. (1), which prevents118
compositionality.119
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a⇤ = argmaxaE st+1⇠a(·|st)
⌧=min{t:st2B}
(
⌧ 1X
t=1
R(st, a) +R(s⌧ )
)
. (3)
Because of the carefully chosen structure of the rew rd R( , ) and the continuous action space, the83
Bellman equation simplifies greatly. In particular define the desirability function z(s) = eV (s)/  as84
the expon ntiated cost-to-go functi n, and define q(s) = eR(s)/  to be the exponentiated instanta-85
neous rewards. Let n be the number of states, and ni and nb be the number of internal and boundary86
states resp ctively. Repres nt z(s) and q(s) with -dimen ion l colum vectors z and q, and the87
tr sitio dynamics P ( 0|s) with th n- y-ni m trix P , where column index corresponds to s and88
row index corresponds to 0. L t z and zb de ote the partition f z into bou dary and internal states,89
respectively, and similarly for qi and qb. Finally, let Pi denote the ni-by-ni submatrix of P containing90
transitions between int rnal states, and Pb denote the nb-by-ni submatrix of P containing transitions91
rom i ternal states to boundary states.92
As shown in [***], the Bellman equatio in this setting edu s o93
(I  QiPi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
where Qi = diag(qi) and, ecause boundary states are absorbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated94
Bellma equation is nc a linear system, the key advantage of he LMDP framework. A variety of5
special prop rties flow from the linearity of the Bellman equation, which we exploit in the following.96
Solving for zi may be done explicitly as zi = (I   QiPi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration method97
(akin to value iteration),8
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
Finally, the optimal policy may be computed in closed form as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (s
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z]( ) , (6)
where the normalizing constant G[Z](s) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z(s0). Detailed derivations of these results100
re given in [***]. In uitively, the hard maximization of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft10
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), and the continuous action space enables closed form computation of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 Concurrent subactions and di tributed represen tions f tasks104
+ · · ·+ wn⇥ (7)
Our hierarchical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Continuous concurrent actions106
2. Composition l optimal policies107
The specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to limit the applicability of the LMDP framework. Yet as108
shown in a var ety of recent work [***], and in the examples given later, most standard domains can9
be transl ted t the MDP framework; and there exists a general procedure for embedding traditional110
MDPs in the LMDP fram work ?.111
More generally, we suggest that most domains of interest have s me notion of ‘efficient’ action ,12
maki g a control c st a rea nably natural a d universa phe omenon. Indeed, it is p ssible that13
he st r MDP formul tion is overly g neral, discar ing useful structure in most re l w rld4
omai s–namely, a p f rence for efficien ctions. Stand rd MDP formu ations commonly place5
sm ll gativ rewards on each actio to instantiate this efficie cy goal, but they retain the flexibility116
to, for instance, prefer energetically inefficient trajectories by placing positive rewards on each117
action. The drawback of this flexibility is the unstructured maximization of Eqn. (1), which prevents118
compositionality.119
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a⇤ = argmaxaE st+1⇠a(·|st)
⌧=min{t:st2B}
(
⌧ 1X
t=1
R(st, a) +R(s⌧ )
)
. (3)
Because of the carefully chosen structure of the reward R(s, a) and t e continuous action space, the83
Bellman equation simplifies greatly. In particular define the desirability function z(s) = eV (s)/  as84
the exponentiated cost-to-go function, and define q(s) = eR(s)/  to be the exponentiated instanta-85
neous rewards. Let n be th number of states, and ni and nb be the n mber of internal and boundary86
states respectively. Represent z(s) and q(s) with n-dimensional column vectors z and q, and the87
transition dynamics P (s0|s) with the n-by-ni matrix P , where column index corresponds to s and88
row inde corresp nds to s0. Let zi and zb denote th p rtition f into boundary and internal states,89
respectively, and similarly for qi and qb. Finally, let Pi denote the ni-by-ni submatrix of P containing90
transitions between internal states, and Pb denote the nb-by-ni submatrix of P containing transitions91
from internal states to boundary states.92
As shown in [***], the Bellman equation in this etting reduces to93
(I  QiPi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
where Qi = diag(qi) and, because b undary states are absorbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated94
Bellman equation is he ce a linear sys em, the key advantage of the LMDP framew rk. A variety of95
special properties flow from the linearity of the Bellman equation, which we exploit in the following.96
Solving for zi may be done explicitly as zi = (I   QiPi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration method97
(akin to value iteration),98
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
Finally, the optimal policy may be computed in closed form as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (s
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z](s) , (6)
where the ormalizing constant G[Z](s) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z(s0). Detailed derivations of these results100
are given in [***]. Intuitively, the hard maximization of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft101
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), and the continuous action space enables closed form computation of102
the ptimal policy.103
2.3 Concurrent subactions and distributed representations of tasks104
 ⇡ \1 ⇡ (7)
Our hierarchical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Continuous concurrent actions106
2. Compositional optimal policies107
The specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to limit the applicability of the LMDP framework. Yet as108
shown in variety of recent work [***], a d in the ex mpl s given lat r, most st n ard o ains can109
be ranslat d to the MDP framew rk; and there exists a general proc dure for embeddi g tra itional110
MDPs in the LMDP framework ?.111
More generally, we suggest that most domains of interest have some notion of ‘efficient’ actions,112
making a control cost a reasonably natural nd u iv rsal phenome on. ndee , it is poss ble that113
the standard MDP formulation is overly general, discarding useful structure in most real world114
doma n –name y, a preference for fficient actions. Standard MDP formulations commonly place115
small egat ve rewards on each action to instan iate this efficiency goal, but they retain the flexibility116
to, for instance, prefer energetically inefficient trajectories by placing positive rewards on each117
action. The drawback of this flexibility is the unstructured maximization of Eqn. (1), which prevents118
compositionality.119
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⌧=min{t:st2B}
(
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t=1
R(st, a) +R(s⌧ )
)
. (3)
Becaus of the are ully chosen structure of reward R(s, a) and the continuous action space, the83
Bellman equation imp ifies grea ly. In particular define the desirability functio z(s) = eV (s)/  as84
he exponentiated cost-t -go function, and define q(s) = R(s)/  to be the exponentiated instanta-85
neous rewa ds. Le n be he umber of states, and ni and nb be the numbe of internal and boundary86
stat s respectively. Represent z(s) and q(s) with n-dimensio al column vectors z a d q, and the87
transition dynamics P (s0|s) with the n-by-ni matrix P , where column index corresponds to s and88
r w ind x corresponds t s0. Let zi a d zb den te the partition of z into bou d ry and internal states,89
respectively, and simi arly for qi and qb. Finall , let Pi denote the ni-by-ni submatrix of P containing90
transi ions between i ternal states, a d Pb denote the nb-by-ni submatr x of containing transiti ns91
from internal tates to boundary states.92
As shown in [***], the Bellman equation in this setting reduces to93
(I  QiPi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
wh re Qi = diag(qi) and, be ause boundary states are absorbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated94
B llman equation is nce a linear system, the key advantage of the LMDP ramework. A variety of95
special prope ties flow from the linearity of t e Bellm n equation, which we exploit in the following.96
Solving for zi may be done explicitly as zi = (I   QiPi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration method97
(akin to value iteration),98
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
Finally, the optimal policy may be computed in closed for as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (s
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z](s) , (6)
where the normalizing onstant G[Z](s) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z( 0). D tailed derivations of these results100
are given in [***]. Intuitively, the hard maximization of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft101
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), a d the co tinuous action spa e enables closed form computation of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 Co current subactions a d distribu ed representations of tasks104
 ⇡ \1 ⇡ (7)
Our hierarchical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Con inuous concurrent actions106
2. Compositional optimal policies107
The specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to limit the applic bility of th LMDP framework. Yet as108
sho n n a variety of r c nt work [***], a d in the examples given l t r, most standard do ai s can109
b translated to the MDP framework; nd there exists a eneral procedure for embeddi g traditional110
MDPs in the LMDP framework ?.111
More generally, we suggest that most domains f interest have some n tion of ‘efficient’ actions,112
aki g a co trol cos r asonab y natural and univ sal phenomen . Indeed, it is possible that113
the sta dard MDP formu ation is overly general, discarding useful structure in most real world114
domains–namely, a preference for efficient actio s. Sta dard MDP formulations commonly place115
small negative rewards on ach action to insta tiate is effic ncy goal, bu they retain the flexibility116
to, for ins ance, prefer energetically inefficie t trajectories by placing positive rewards on each117
action. The drawback of his flexibility is the unstructured maximization of Eqn. (1), which prevents118
compositional ty.119
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⌧=min{t:st2B}
(
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t=1
R(st, a) +R(s⌧ )
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. (3)
Beca s arefully chosen structure of the reward R(s, a) and the continuous action space, the83
Bellm n equa ion simplifi greatly. In p rticular define the desirability func ion z(s) = eV (s)/  as84
th exponentiated cost-to-go func on, and define q(s) = eR(s)/  to be the exponentiated instanta-85
n ous r w rd . Let n be the number of states, and i b be the number of internal and bou dary86
states respectively. Rep esent z(s) and q(s) with n-dimensional column vectors z and q, and the87
transition dynamics (s0|s) with the -by-ni matrix P , where column index corresponds to s and88
row index correspo s to s0. Let i and zb denote the partition of z into boundary and internal states,89
respectively, and similarly for qi and qb. Finally, let Pi den te the i-by-ni submatrix of P containing90
transitions between i ter al states, d Pb denote he nb-by- i submatrix of P containing transitions91
from internal states to boundary states.92
As sh wn in [***], the Bellman equation in this setting reduces to93
(I  QiPi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
where Qi = diag(qi) and, becaus boun ary tates ar absorbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated94
Bellman quation i he ce a linear system, the key advantage of the LMDP framework. A variety of95
sp cial properties flow from he linearity of th Bellman equation, which we exploit in the following.96
Solving for zi may be done explicitly as zi = (I   QiPi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration method97
(akin to value iteration),98
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
F nally, the optimal policy may be computed in closed form as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (s
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z](s) , (6)
wher th normaliz ng constant G[Z]( ) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z(s0). Detailed derivations of these results100
are given in [***]. I tuitively, the ard maximiz tion of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft101
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), a d he ontinuous a tion sp ce enables closed form computation of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 Concurrent subactions and distributed representations of tasks104
 ⇡ \1 ⇡ (7)
Our hierarchical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Continuous concurrent actions106
2. Compositional optimal policies107
Th specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to limit the applicabili y of the LMDP framework. Yet as108
shown i variety of recent work [***], a d in the xamples give later, most standard ains can109
be tr nslated to the M P fr mew k; and there exists general procedure for embedding traditional110
MDPs in the LMDP framework ?.111
More generally, we sugg st that mos domains of interest have some notion of ‘efficient’ actions,112
making a co trol c st a reaso ably natural an un versal ph nomenon. Indeed, it is possible that113
the standard MDP formulation is overly general, di carding useful structure in most real world114
domains–namely, preference f r efficient ctions. Standard MDP formulations commonly place115
small negative reward on each action to nstantia this fficiency goal, but they retain the flexibility116
to, for inst nce, refer n rgetically inefficient trajectories by placing positive rewards on each117
action. The drawback of this flexibil ty is he unstructured maximization of Eqn. (1), which prevents118
compositionality.119
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⌧=min{t:st2B}
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. (3)
Because of the carefully chosen structure of the reward R(s, a) and the continuous action space, the83
Bellman equation simplifies greatly. In particular define the desi ability function z(s) = eV (s)/  as84
the exponentiated cost-to-go function, and efine q(s) = eR(s)/  o be the xponentiated i stanta-85
neous rewards. Let n be the numb r of states, and i a d nb be the number of i ter al and bou ry86
states respectively. Represent z(s) and q(s) ith n-dimensional column vectors z d q, and t87
transition dynamics P (s0|s) with the n-by-ni matrix P , w ere colum index corresponds t s a d88
row index corresponds to s0. Let zi and zb denote the partition f z into b undary and internal stat s,89
respectively, and similarly for qi and qb. Finally, let Pi d not the i-by-ni submatrix f P co t ini g90
transitions between internal states, and Pb denote the b-by-ni submatrix of P containi g transit ns91
from internal states to boundary states.92
As shown in [***], the Bellman equation in this setting reduces to93
(I  QiPi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
where Qi = diag(qi) and, because boundary states ar absor ing, zb = qb. Th exp e tiated94
Bellman equation is hence a li ear syst m, the key advantag of the LMDP fram work. A variety of95
special properties flow from the linearity of the Bellman equation, whic we xploit i the following.96
Solving for zi may be done explicitly as zi = (I   Q Pi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration meth d97
(akin to value iteration),98
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
Finally, the optimal policy may be computed in clos d form as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (s
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z](s) , (6)
where the normalizing consta t G[Z](s) =Ps0 P (s0| )Z(s0). Detailed derivations of these results100
a e given i [***]. Intuitiv ly, the hard maximization of Eqn. (1) h s been replaced by a soft101
maximization log(
P
exp(·)), and the continuous action sp ce enables cl sed form comput ti of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 Concurrent subactions and dist ibuted represent tions of tasks104
 ⇡ \1 ⇡ (7)
Our hierarchical scheme is b ilt on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Continuous concurrent actions106
2. Compositional optimal policies107
The specific form of Eqn. (2) can seem to limit the appli bility of the LMDP fr mework. Yet as108
shown in a variety of recent wo k [***], and in th examples give l t r, most standard domai s can109
be transl ted to the MDP framework; and there exists general procedure for bedding tradi ional110
MDPs in he LMDP framework ?.111
More generally, we suggest that most domains of interest have som noti n of ‘effici nt’ actions,112
maki g a control cost a reason bly natural and universal phen men n. I deed, it is possibl h t113
the sta dard MDP formulation is overly general, disc rding useful structure i most real world114
domains–namely, a preference for efficient actions. St dard MDP formulations commonly place115
small negative rewards on each ction to instantiate this efficiency goal, but they retain the flexibility116
to, for instance, prefer energetically i efficient trajectorie b placing positiv rewards on each117
action. The drawback of this flexibility is the unstru tured maximization f Eqn. (1), which pr ve ts118
compositionality.119
The120
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episode,82
⇤ = argmaxaE st+1⇠ (·|st)
⌧=min{t:st2B}
(
⌧ 1X
t=1
R(st, a) +R(s⌧ )
)
. (3)
Because of the carefully chosen structure of the reward R(s, a) and the continuous action space, the83
Bel man qu tion simplifies gr atly. In part cular define he desirability function z(s) = eV (s)/  as84
the exp nentiated cost to-go function, and define q(s) = eR(s)/  to be the exponentiated instanta-85
neous rew r s. L t n b the number of states, a d ni and nb b the umb r of in rnal and boundary86
state r spectively. R present z(s) and q(s) with n-dimensional colum vectors z and q, and the87
transition dyna ics P (s0|s) with the n-by-ni matrix P , where column index corresponds to s and88
row ndex co responds to s0. L t i and zb denote the partition of z into boundary and internal states,89
respectively, and similarly fo qi and qb. Finally, let P denote the ni-by-ni submatrix of P containing90
transi io s between inter al s t s, and Pb de ote the nb-by-ni submatrix of P containing transitions91
from i ternal states to boundary states.92
As shown in [***], the Bellman equation in his setting reduces to93
(I  QiPi)zi = QiPbzb (4)
where Qi = diag(qi) and, because boundary states are ab orbing, zb = qb. The exponentiated94
B llman equ tion is henc a linear system, the key advantag of the LMDP framework. A variety of95
special pr p rti s flow from the linearity f the Bellman quat on, which we exploit in the following.96
Solvi g for zi ay be done explic tly as zi = (I   QiPi) 1QiPbzb or via the z-iteration method97
(akin to value iteration),98
zi  QiPizi +QiPbzb. (5)
Finally, the opt m l p licy may be c puted in closed form as99
a⇤(s0|s) = P (s
0|s)Z(s0)
G[Z](s) , (6)
wh re the normalizing constant G[Z](s) =Ps0 P (s0|s)Z(s0). Detailed d rivations of these results100
are g ven i [***]. Intuitiv ly, the hard maximiz tion of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft101
ma i ization log(
P
exp(·)), nd the continuous a tion space enables closed orm computation of102
the optimal policy.103
2.3 C current su actions and distributed representations of tasks104
 ⇡ \1 ⇡ (7)
Our hi rarchical scheme is built on two key properties of the LMDP.105
1. Continuous concurrent actions106
2. Com sit onal optimal policies107
The specific f rm of Eqn. (2) can seem to limit applicability of the LMDP framework. Yet as108
s own in a varie y of rece t w rk [***], and i th example given later, most standard domains can109
b transl t d to the MDP framework; an the e exists a general procedure f r embedding traditional110
MDPs in the LMDP framework ?.111
M re generally, we sugge t that most domains of interest have some notion of ‘efficient’ actions,112
making a c ntro cost a r aso ably na ural and univers l phenomenon. Indeed, it is possible that113
th sta dard MDP formulation overly general, discarding useful structure in most real world114
domains–name , a pr ference for efficient actio s. Standard MDP formul tions commonly place115
small negative rewar s on each c ion to instantiate this effici ncy goal, but the retain the flexibility116
to, for instance, prefer energetic lly inefficient trajectories by placing positive rewards on each117
action. Th dr wback of thi flexib lity is the unstructured maximization of Eqn. (1), which prevents118
composition lity.119
The120
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Figure 1: Distributed task r p ese atio s with th Multitask LMDP. (a) Ex mple 2DOF arm con-
st ain d t the pla e with ate space consisting of sh ulder nd lbow join angles ∠1,∠2 ∈ [−pi, pi]
respectively. (b) A n v l ask is sp cified s inst t ne us w rd fu tion ov r ter inal states.
In this x mpl , e task “reach to th bl ck rectangle” i ded by rewa ding any t rminal state
w h th d ffec or in black rectangle ( ll successful configurations how ). (c-g) Solu ions via
th LMDP. Top r w: Instan a ous rewards i the ce of joint angl s. Mid le row: Optimal
desirability function with sa ple trajectories starting at green circles, finishing at r d circles. Bottom
row: Strobe plot of sample trajectories in Cartesian space. Trajectories start at green circle, end at red
circle. Column (c): The li e r Bellman equation is solved for this particular instantaneous boundary
reward structure to obtain the optimal value function. Columns (d-g): Solution via compositional
Multitask LMDP. The instantaneous reward structure is expressed as a weighted combination of
previously-learned subtasks (e-f), here chosen to be navigation to specific points in state space. (g)
Because of the linearity of the Bellman equation, the resulting combined value function is optimal,
and the system can act instantly despite no explicit training on the reach-to-rectangle task. The same
fixed basis set can be used to express a wide variety of tasks (reach to a cross; reach to a circle; etc).
where the normalizing constant G[z](s) =∑s′ P (s′|s)z(s′). Detailed derivations of these results
are given in [21, 19, 20]. Intuitively, the hard maximization of Eqn. (1) has been replaced by a soft
maximization log(
∑
exp(·)), and the continuous action space enables closed form computation of
the optimal policy.
Compared to the standard MDP formulation, the LMDP has
1. Continuous concurrent actions Actions are expressed as transition probabilities over next
states, such that these transition probabilities can be influenced by many subtasks operating
in parallel, and in a graded fashion.
2. Compositional optimal policies In the LMDP, linearly blending desirability functions
yields the correct composite desirability function [21, 19]. In particular, consider two LMDPs
L1 = 〈S, P, qi, q1b 〉 and L2 = 〈S, P, qi, q2b 〉 which have identical state spaces, transition
dynamics, and internal reward structures, but differ in their exponentiated boundary rewards
q1b and q
2
b . These may be solved independently to yield desirability functions z
1 and z2.
The desirability function of the LMDP L1+2 = 〈S, P, qi, αq1b + βq2b 〉, whose instantaneous
rewards are a weighted sum of the first two, is simply z1+2 = αz1 + βz2. This remarkable
property follows from the linearity of Eqn. 4, and is the foundation of our hierarchical
scheme.
2.3 The Multitask LMDP
To build a multitask action module, we exploit this compositionality as follows: suppose that we
learn a set of LMDPs Lt = 〈S, P, qi, qtb〉, t = 1, · · · , Nt which all share the same state space,
passive dynamics, and internal rewards, but differ in their instantaneous exponentiated boundary
reward structure qtb, t = 1, · · · , Nt. Each of these LMDPs corresponds to a different task, defined
by its boundary reward structure, in the same overall state space (see [23] for a related approach
in traditional MDPs). We denote the Multitask LMDP module M formed from these Nt LMDPs
as M = 〈S, P, qi, Qb〉. Here the Nb-by-Nt task basis matrix Qb =
[
q1b q
2
b · · · qNtb
]
encodes
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all component tasks in the MLMDP. Solving each component LMDP yields the corresponding
desirability functions zti , t = 1, · · · , Nt for each task, which can also be formed into the Ni-by-Nt
desirability basis matrix Zi =
[
z1i z
2
i · · · zNti
]
for the multitask module.
When we encounter a new task defined by a novel instantaneous exponentiated reward structure q, if
we can express it as a linear combination of previously learned tasks, q = Qbw, where w ∈ RNt is a
vector of task blend weights, then we can instantaneously derive its optimal desirability function as
zi = Ziw. This immediately yields the optimal action through Eqn. 6. Hence an MLMDP agent can
act optimally even in never-before-seen tasks, provided that the new task lies in the subspace spanned
by previously learned tasks.
More generally, if the target task q is not an exact linear combination of previously learned tasks, an
approximate task weighting w can be found as
argminw ‖q −Qw‖ subject to Qw ≥ 0. (7)
The technical requirement Qw ≥ 0 is due to the relationship q = exp(r/λ), such that negative values
of q are not possible. In practice this can be approximately solved as w = Q†q, where † denotes the
pseudoinverse, and negative elements of w are projected back to zero.
Just as the activation values of a bank of Gabor filters constitute a distributed representation of an
image, the coefficients of the task blend w constitute a distributed representation of the current task
to be performed. Although the set of basis tasks Qb is fixed and finite, they nevertheless permit
an infinite space of tasks to be performed through their concurrent linear composition. Figure 1
demonstrates this ability of the Multitask LMDP module in the context of a 2D robot arm reaching
task. From knowledge of how to reach individual points in space, the module can instantly act
optimally to reach to a rectangular region.
3 Stacking the module: Concurrent Hierarchical LMDPs
To build a hierarchy out of this Multitask LMDP module, we construct a stack of MLMDPs in which
higher levels select the instantaneous reward structure that defines the current task for lower levels.
To take a navigation example, a high level module might specify that the lower level module should
reach room A but not B by placing instantaneous rewards in room A but no rewards in room B.
Crucially, the fine details of achieving this subgoal can be left to the low-level module. Critical to the
success of this hierarchical scheme is the flexible, optimal composition afforded by the Multitask
LMDP module: the specific reward structure commanded by the higher layer will often be novel for
the lower level, but will still be performed optimally provided it lies in the basis of learned tasks. We
now describe this scheme formally. First, we describe how a hierarchy of MLMDPs can be derived.
Next, we turn to the bidirectional flow of information between layers of the hierarchy.
3.1 Constructing a hierarchy of MLMDPs
We start with the MLMDP M1 =
〈
S1, P 1, q1i , Q
1
b
〉
that we must solve, where here the superscript
denotes the hierarchy level (Fig. 2). This serves as the base case for our recursive scheme for
generating a hierarchy. For the inductive step, given an MLMDP M l =
〈
Sl, P l, qli, Q
l
b
〉
at level l,
we augment the state space S˜l = Sl ∪ Slt with a set of Nt terminal boundary states Slt that we call
subtask states. Semantically, entering one of these states will correspond to a decision by the layer l
MLMDP to access the next level of the hierarchy. The transitions to subtask states are governed by a
new N lt -by-N
l
i passive dynamics matrix P
l
t , which is chosen by the designer to encode the structure
of the domain. By choosing N lt < N
l
i , this will yield state abstraction. In the augmented MLMDP,
the passive dynamics become P˜ l = N ([P li ; P lb ; P lt ]) where the operation N (·) renormalizes each
column to sum to one, making it a valid transition distribution.
It remains to specify the matrix of subtask-state instantaneous rewardsRlt for this augmented MLMDP.
Often hierarchical schemes require designing a pseudoreward function to encourage successful
completion of a subtask. Here we also pick a set of reward functions over subtask states; however, the
performance of our scheme is only weakly dependent on this choice: we require only that our chosen
reward functions form a good basis for the set of subtasks that the higher layer will command. Any
set of tasks which can linearly express the required space of reward structures specified by the higher
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Figure 2: Stacking Multitask LMDPs. Left: Deep hierarchy for navigation through a 1D corridor.
Lower-level MLMDPs are abstracted to form higher-level MLMDPs by choosing a set of ‘subtask’
states which can be accessed by the lower level (grey lines between levels depict passive subtask
transitions P lt ). Lower levels access these subtask states to indicate completion of a subgoal and
to request more information from higher levels; higher levels communicate new subtask state
instantaneous rewards, and hence the concurrent task blend, to the lower levels. Red lines indicate
higher level access points for one sample trajectory starting from leftmost state and terminating at
rightmost state. Right: Panels (a-c) depict distributed task blends arising from accessing the hierarchy
at points denoted in left panel. The higher layer states accessed are indicated by filled circles. (a) Just
the second layer of hierarchy is accessed, resulting in higher weight on the task to achieve the next
subgoal and zero weights on already achieved subgoals. (b) The second and third levels are accessed,
yielding new task blends for both. (c) All levels are accessed yielding task blends at a range of scales.
level is suitable. In our experiments, we define N lt tasks, one for each subtask state, and set each
instantaneous reward to negative values on all but a single ‘goal’ subtask state. Then the augmented
MLMDP is M˜ l =
〈
S˜l, P˜ l, qli,
[
Qlb Q
l
t
]〉
.
The higher level is itself an MLMDP M l+1 =
〈
Slt, P
l+1, ql+1i , Q
l+1
b
〉
, defined not over the entire
state space but just over the N lt subtask states of the layer below. To construct this, we must compute
an appropriate passive dynamics and reward structure. A natural definition for the passive dynamics
is the probability of starting at one subtask state and terminating at another under the lower layer’s
passive dynamics,
P l+1i = P˜
l
t (I − P˜ li )−1P˜ l
T
t , (8)
P l+1b = P˜
l
b(I − P˜ li )−1P˜ l
T
t . (9)
In this way, the higher-level LMDP will incorporate the transition constraints from the layer below.
The interior-state reward structure can be similarly defined, as the reward accrued under the passive
dynamics from the layer below. However for simplicity in our implementation, we simply set small
negative rewards on all internal states.
Hence, from a base MLMDP M l and subtask transition matrix P lt , the above construction yields an
augmented MLDMP M˜ l at the same layer and unaugmented MLDMP M l+1 at the next higher layer.
This procedure may be iterated to form a deep stack of MLMDPs
{
M˜1, M˜2, · · · , M˜D−1,MD
}
,
where all but the highest is augmented with subtask states. The key choice for the designer is P lt , the
transition structure from internal states to subtask states for each layer. Through Eqns. (8)-(9), this
matrix specifies the state abstraction used in the next higher layer. Fig. 2 illustrates this scheme for an
example of navigation through a 1D corridor.
3.2 Instantaneous rewards and task blends: Communication between layers
Bidirectional communication between layers happens via subtask states and their instantaneous
rewards. The higher layer sets the instantaneous rewards over subtask states for the lower layer; and
the lower layer signals that it has completed a subtask and needs new guidance from the higher layer
by transitioning to a subtask state.
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In particular, suppose we have solved a higher-level MLMDP using any method we like, yielding the
optimal action al+1. This will make transitions to some states more likely than they would be under
the passive dynamics, indicating that they are more attractive than usual for the current task. It will
make other transitions less likely than the passive dynamics, indicating that transitions to these states
should be avoided. We therefore define the instantaneous rewards for the subtask states at level l to
be proportional to the difference between controlled and passive dynamics at the higher level l + 1,
rlt ∝ al+1i (·|s)− pl+1i (·|s). (10)
This effectively inpaints extra rewards for the lower layer, indicating which subtask states are desirable
from the perspective of the higher layer.
The lower layer MLMDP then uses its basis of tasks to determine a task weighting wl which will
optimally achieve the reward structure rlt specified by the higher layer by solving (7). The reward
structure specified by the higher layer may not correspond to any one task learned by the lower layer,
but it will nonetheless be performed well by forming a concurrent blend of many different tasks and
leveraging the compositionality afforded by the LMDP framework.
The true state of the agent is represented in the base level M˜1, and next states are drawn from the
controlled transition distribution. If the next state is an interior state, one unit of time passes and the
state is updated as usual. If the next state is a subtask state, the next layer of the hierarchy is accessed
at its corresponding state; no ‘real’ time passes during this transition. The higher level then draws its
next state, and in so doing can access the next level of hierarchy by transitioning to one of its subtask
states, and so on. At some point, a level will elect not to access a subtask state; it then transmits
its desired rewards from Eqn. (10) to the layer below it. The lower layer then solves its multitask
LMDP problem to compute its own optimal actions, and the process continues down to the lowest
layer M˜1 which, after updating its optimal actions, again draws a transition. Lastly, if the next state
is a terminal boundary state, the layer terminates itself. This corresponds to a level of the hierarchy
determining that it no longer has useful information to convey. Terminating a layer disallows future
transitions from the lower layer to its subtask states, and corresponds to inpainting infinite negative
rewards onto the lower level subtask states.
4 Computational complexity advantages of hierarchical decomposition
To concretely illustrate the value of hierarchy, consider navigation through a 1D ring of N states,
where the agent must perform N different tasks corresponding to navigating to each particular state.
We take the passive dynamics to be local (a nonzero probability of transitioning just to adjacent
states in the ring, or remaining still). In one step of Z iteration (Eqn. 5), the optimal value function
progresses at best O(1) states per iteration because of the local passive dynamics (see [24] for a
similar argument). It therefore requires O(N) iterations in a flat implementation for a useful value
function signal to arrive at the furthest point in the ring for each task. As there are N tasks, the flat
implementation requires O(N2) iterations to learn all of them.
Instead suppose that we construct a hierarchy by placing a subtask every M = logN states, and do
this recursively to formD layers. The recursion terminates whenN/MD ≈ 1, yieldingD ≈ logM N .
With the correct higher level policy sequencing subtasks, each policy at a given layer only needs
to learn to navigate between adjacent subtasks, which are no more than M states apart. Hence Z
iteration can be terminated after O(M) iterations. At level l = 1, 2, · · · , D of the hierarchy, there are
N/M l subtasks, and N/M l−1 boundary reward tasks to learn. Overall this yields
D∑
l=1
M
(
N
M l
+
N
M l−1
)
= N(1 +M)
1− (1/M)D
1− 1/M ≤ N(1 +M) ≈ O(N logN) (11)
total iterations. A similar analysis shows that this advantage holds for memory requirements as well.
The flat scheme requires O(N2) nonzero elements of Z to encode all tasks, while the hierarchical
scheme requires only O(N logN). Hence hierarchical decomposition can yield qualitatively more
efficient solutions and resource requirements, reminiscent of theoretical results obtained for perceptual
deep learning [25, 26]. We note that this advantage only occurs in the multitask setting: the flat
scheme can learn one specific task in time O(N). Hence hierarchy is beneficial when performing an
ensemble of tasks, due to the reuse of component policies across many tasks (see also [6]).
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Figure 3: Experimental demonstration. (a) Four room domain with subtask locations marked as
red dots, and derived higher-level passive dynamics shown as weighted links between subtasks. (b)
Trajectory length over learning epochs with and without the help of the hierarchy. (c) Desirability
function over states as agent moves through environment, showing the effect of reward inpainting
from the hierarchy. (d) Sample trajectory (grey line) from upper left to goal location in bottom right.
(e) Evolution of distributed task weights on each subtask location over the course of the trajectory in
panel (d). (f) Desirability function over states as goal location moves. Higher layers inpaint rewards
into subtasks that will move the agent nearer the goal.
5 Experimental Demonstration
To illustrate the operation of our scheme, we apply it to a 2D grid-world ‘rooms’ domain (Fig. 3A).
The agent is required to navigate to a goal location in one of four rooms, and can move in the four
cardinal directions or remain still.
To build a hierarchy, we place several higher layer subtask goal locations throughout the domain
(Fig. 3(a), red dots). The inferred passive dynamics for the higher layer MLMDP is shown in Fig. 3(a)
as weighted lines between subtask states. The higher layer passive dynamics conform to the structure
of the problem, with the probability of transition between higher layer states roughly proportional to
the distance between those states at the lower layer.
As a basic demonstration that the hierarchy conveys useful information, Fig. 3(b) shows Z-learning
curves for the base layer policy with and without an omniscient hierarchy (i.e., one preinitialized
using Z-iteration). From the start of learning, the hierarchy is able to drive the agent to the vicinity of
the goal.
Fig. 3(d-e) visualizes the evolving distributed task representation commanded by the higher layer
to the lower layer over the course of a trajectory. At each time point, several subtasks have nonzero
weight, highlighting the concurrent execution in the system. Fig. 3(c) shows the composite desirability
function resulting from the concurrent task blend for different agent locations. Finally, Fig. 3(f)
highlights the multitasking ability of the system, showing the composite desirability function as the
goal location is moved. The leftmost panel, for instance, shows that rewards are painted concurrently
into the upper left and bottom right rooms, as these are both equidistant to the goal.
6 Conclusion
The Multitask LMDP module provides a novel approach to control hierarchies, based on a distributed
representation of tasks and parallel execution. Rather than learn to perform one task or even a fixed
collection of tasks, it exploits the compositionality provided by linearly solvable Markov decision
processes to perform an infinite space of task blends optimally. Stacking the module yields a deep
hierarchy abstracted in state space and time, with the potential for qualitative efficiency improvements.
While a variety of sophisticated reinforcement learning methods have made use of deep networks
as capable function approximators [16, 17, 18], in this work we have sought to transfer some of
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the underlying intuitions, such as parallel distributed representations and stackable modules, to the
control setting. In the future this may allow other elements of the deep learning toolkit to be brought
to bear in this setting, most notably gradient-based learning of the subtask structure itself.
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